


IN PLANE SIGHT

Words Anthea Gerrie
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Hotels at big-city airports are no longer modelled on 
being a stop-over for early or very late !iers. Now they 

aim to be destinations in themselves, setting out to lure 
in local residents looking for leisure activities, good 
restaurants and entertainments, as well as tempting 

‘passing tra"c’ to stay a little while longer...
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As jet travel became an aspirational pursuit in the late Fifties, 
airports had a moment. Families would drive out simply to enjoy 
the novelty of a meal or drink overlooking the runway, buying 
into the buzz of !ight without actually being in the jet set.

But could an airport hotel ever be a sexy enough 
proposition in its own right to attract locals and even stop 
city-break travellers in their tracks? Conrad Hilton certainly 
thought so when he built the world’s "rst in 1959, adding a pool, 
restaurant and private drinking club in the hope visitors to San 
Francisco might linger awhile and spend some of their holiday 
budget with him en route to Fisherman’s Wharf and Chinatown.

Since those heady days, Conrad’s vision, at "rst vindicated 
by admirers of his sleek, modernist boxes at New Orleans and 
Atlanta airports that followed hard on the heels of San Francisco, 
was quickly diluted. As they became the province of corporate 
commuters, airport hotels evolved into bare-bones boxes devoid 
of any impetus to entertain — what Tom Ito of Genso, which has 
helped reinvent the genre, calls: ‘Odd ducks of the four-star set...
o#ering little to do and nothing worth remembering.’  

But Hilton the company, with an unmatched portfolio of 
nearly 400 airport properties, refused to give up. Pledging to 
reclaim Conrad’s vision of the pulling power of architecture by 
introducing a 50-strong, worldwide, in-house design team, it is 
bent on transforming runway hostelries into objects of desire for 
the 21st century. And it is not alone — Hyatt wows travellers 
arriving at Seoul’s Incheon airport with sinuous curves 
mimicking the yin and yang of the South Korean !ag, the 
eagle-winged Westin at Denver thrills with dramatically framed 
vistas of the Rockies, while Pullman has opened a palace beside 
Delhi’s runway with a ballroom designed to attract 1,500-strong 

1 (previous page), 2 & 3 – The 
Hilton at Schiphol Airport, 
Amsterdam set out with the 
ambition to be a distinctive 
and innovative lifestyle hotel
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4 (previous page) – The view 
down through the centrally 
placed atrium at the Hilton, 
Schiphol Airport

5 – An area to relax with a 
drink at the Hilton

6 – An outward-facing guest 
room o!ers a unique 
diamond-paned view 
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7 & 8 – Next to the runway  
at Delhi Airport, Pullman has 
opened a palace of a hotel, 
with the facilities to 
accommodate wedding 
parties for up to 1,500 
people staying for three days
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wedding parties booking in for three days at a time. Meanwhile  
a grandiose 800-room complex, complete with wine museum, 
is on the drawing board close to Paris-Charles de Gaulle.

Conrad would be proud to see the company he founded 
leading the way: ‘We saw a change 10 years ago in airports 
becoming much more than somewhere you go just to take an 
aeroplane,’ says Hilton’s senior vice president of development 
Patrick Fitzgibbon. He notes that just as Conrad cannily leased 
land at dozens of airport terminals half a century ago, Hilton, 
working in partnership with airport owners, has secured  
a presence at each of Europe’s seven busiest hubs.

Following Hilton’s hotel at Squaire at Frankfurt, which 
opened in 2011, and its 2015 rebranding of Helmut Jahn’s iconic 
design for Munich, the company has just opened a spaceship  
of a hotel hovering over Amsterdam’s Schiphol o#ering  
a unique diamond-paned view of the world. Ellen van de Wal, 
lead architect on the project for Mecanoo, describes this part-
transparent, part-opaque glass cladding  as ‘a kind of snakeskin 
with a dual function — it expresses the dynamic of the building  
as well as hiding the repetitious horizontals of the !oors 
behind’.  Dramatic architecture was not only desirable but essential, 
says Jeroen Hattink, Hilton project director at Schiphol Real 
Estate, who explains: ‘We really needed an icon for the Schiphol 
business district to re!ect its importance as home of multinationals 
like Microsoft and Samsung as well as a world trade centre.

‘Schiphol and Hilton shared an ambition for a distinctive 
and innovative lifestyle hotel at the airport. We needed more 
than just guest rooms, given several thousand local employees  
in need of a new good restaurant on their doorstep and a 
meeting place for the community, which was quite special.

9 (left) & 11 – Designed by 
Gensler, the Westin at 
Denver’s airport has an 
eagle-winged profile

10 – The hotel’s top-floor 
pool o!ers views of the 
Rockies
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12 – The Grand Hyatt Incheon, 
at Seoul’s airport, is on the 
doorstep of two of the South 
Korean capital’s beaches
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13 – An elegant curving 
staircase and deep 
chandelier graces the  
Grand Hyatt Incheon
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14 – The reception area 
references the shape of the 
abalone shell, for which 
Seoul is famous

15 – Huge windows in the 
guest rooms o!er expansive 
views at the Grand Hyatt 
Incheon
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‘Our hopes have been ful"lled by the initial reaction — 
people walk in, look up at the 42m-high atrium, which is pretty 
unusual for the Netherlands, and are really quite amazed.’

Hilton will be hoping for a slew of accolades of the kind that 
has put a feather in its cap with The Squaire, the winner of 
design awards three years running. Just as the brief for Schiphol 
was to imbue a distinct sense of Dutchness — achieved with Delft 
tiles in the restaurant and restrooms, wrought-iron lobby 
screens that echo the curves of Amsterdam’s canals, and lace 
doilies printed on to guestroom tables, according to Constantina 
Tsoutsikou of Gallery HBA who did the interiors — Frankfurt 
Hilton called for an expression of modern Germany via a sense 
of Vorsprung durch Technik, according to Peter Joehnk, 
managing director of JOI-Design, which won the commission  
in an international competition.

‘[Hilton’s] director of architecture wanted to see “German 
engineering” in the interiors within a futuristic architectural 
envelope, and we developed a concept that uses the vocabulary 
of the high-tech surroundings yet also provides cosy oases 
within the commotion,’ Joehnk explains.

He cites two design innovations — a pair of sculptural, 
sinuous, bronze mesh wings that extend protectively over the 
lobby, reducing the volume while allowing natural light to "lter 
through from a seven-storey atrium, and the Globe, a 
shimmering curved building-within-a-building accommodating 
ballroom and meeting spaces. From the autobahn it looks more 
like a gigantic nightclub, with its eye-popping cladding of 
mirrored glass mosaics.

But knowing that travellers arrive with a level of stress that 
cannot be soothed by visuals alone, JOI seduces guests with  
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16 (left) – The Hilton at 
Frankfurt Airport, with 
interiors by JOI-Design.  
It is part of The Squaire –  
a mixed-use development  
by JSK

17 & 18 – Squaire Hilton 
interiors sit within a futuristic 
architectural envelope
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soft-touch, leather-clad wardrobes and wingback chairs designed  
to ‘curve gently around the shoulders, creating a nurturing 
ambience’, while a sense of nature and stillness is introduced 
with artwork.  

Joehnk believes it’s still business e&ciency driving tra&c to 
airport hotels: ‘The Squaire has been nicknamed New Work City 
— it has its own postcode, shops, restaurant, health club, o&ces 
and railway station as well as the airport and two hotels.’

But Munich, voted the world’s best airport by skytrax, also 
attracts locals, thanks to highly innovative owners who have 
introduced amenities, including a micro-brewery and an 
arti"cial surf reef that pops up on airport premises every 
summer. The Helmut Jahn-designed hotel is so stunning it has 
already been listed, and while Hilton didn’t commission the 
design, it is planning to knock travellers’ socks o# with a major 
extension and refurbishment having taken it over from Kempinski.

The Grand Hyatt Incheon, on the doorstep of two of Seoul’s 
beaches, also focuses on locals, according to the hotel’s Ellie Kim, 
who reports: ‘Families visit with their kids for weekend breaks, 
and we design packages for them incorporating children’s 
activities.’ The hotel also targets Seoul’s party people with 
special bar and restaurant nights. A karaoke bar supplements an 
exceptional "ve-restaurant o#ering on which, unlikely as it 
sounds, the Wine Spectator has bestowed its prestigious Award 
of Excellence for the last "ve years in a row.

Opened in late 2014, the hotel was designed by Gensler, 
which has picked up many gongs for airport terminals as well  
as for the hotels which service them. Within weeks of opening  
in November, Gensler’s latest hotel, whose soaring eagle wings 

threaten to take !ight over Denver International Airport, had 
won its "rst awards.

‘This hotel was really about creating special moments that 
convey a sense of place,’ says Gensler’s Tom Ito, citing a function 
space outside the ballroom that directly overlooks the commuter 
rail tracks the site straddles: ‘People like to see trains coming in 
and out, just like they like to see planes taking o# and landing.

‘And it’s very important to convey a sense of place in airport 
hotels — in Incheon we did it by echoing in the reception area the 
shapes of the abalone shells for which Seoul is famous; in Denver 
we put in a raised lobby with dynamite views of the Rocky 
Mountains, which are also overlooked by the top-!oor pool.’  
The latter is an example of what Gensler colleague Kap Malik 
describes as an amenity an airport hotel can o#er that can’t be 
had anywhere else — in the case of Denver ‘a place to swim 
!anked by !oor-to-ceiling views of both city and mountain top.’

There is also a ‘grand plaza’ linking airport and terminal, 
whose seamless indoor-outdoor architecture has pulling power 
of its own, according to Ito: ‘Denver people are coming out for a 
drink just because it’s a nice place to be.’ Creating an emotional 
connection to the site is key to the successful reinvention of this 
neglected genre because, as Ito puts it: ‘Create a powerfully 
designed airport hotel that pampers/amuses/surprises travellers 
and has the potential of luring locals too, and you suddenly have 
a new kind of bird — and a paradise of sorts, even if it is out in 
the boondocks, where airports tend to be.’ Indeed, the kind of 
paradise such properties evoked 60 years ago, when driving out 
to Heathrow or Ringway for a cuppa was considered a great 
Sunday afternoon’s entertainment. 
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19 – The Hilton at Munich 
Airport is getting a major 
extension and refurbishment 
following the building’s 
acquisition from Kempinski
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